Palace Marketplace is the only non-profit e-Book and audiobook marketplace developed with libraries, for libraries.

Palace Marketplace offers:

- More than 1 million titles from the “Big 5”, Amazon Publishing, indies, and BiblioBoard's Indie Author Program
- Flexible licensing models on more than 100,000 eBooks and audiobooks, from more than 30 publishers
- Free custom collection development support
- Seamless integration with the Palace app

We’re investing in the future of libraries by:

- Advocating for libraries with publishers
- Protecting patron privacy
- Helping to make eContent access more equitable
- Making digital content accessible [to those with text disabilities]

"The library really is a palace."

- Eric Klinenberg (author)

Palace Marketplace, formerly known as the DPLA Exchange, is part of The Palace Project, a division of LYRASIS in strategic partnership with Digital Public Library of America (DPLA).

Signing up for a Palace Marketplace account is FREE!
Learn more at: market.thepalaceproject.org